DENIM REDESIGN PROJECT
Circular Centre and General Pants Co.
Designer: Jodie Kemp
Owner of Clarence and Mabel

This design is a CELEBRATION
OF OUR GRANDMOTHERS
and all the WOMEN before
that UTILIZED SALVAGED
WASTE TEXTILES using the
CLASSIC HEXAGON
patchwork design and
MENDED WORN CLOTHING
time and time again.

Design Statement
With a core target market between the age of 16-30 year olds, General Pants Co.
customers want UNIQUE AND INTERESTING clothing. But most importantly, this
progressive demographic DEMANDS that companies meet their expectations on
ETHICAL, SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION and not create or contribute to social and/or
environmental issues.
Conscious shoppers will only continue to support
companies that have a TRANSPARENT
SUSTAINABILITY PLAN for the future.
Fashion designers need to completely rethink the
consumption and waste cycle in the industry, and
focus on a CIRCULAR APPROACH. An approach
where clothing is REPAIRED, RECYCLED AND
UPCYCLED, and given multiple lives before it ends up
in landfill, polluting the environment.
One of the many benefits of SALVAGING FABRICS as opposed to creating new textiles, is
a reduction in the use of agricultural chemicals which, are completely devastating to the
natural environment. In addition, UPCYCLING TEXTILES ends the need for continued
clearing of land for monoculture fibre crops that irreversibly impact biodiversity.
I’m incredibly passionate about salvaging textiles, and HONOURING THE HISTORY within
fabrics by creating a range that is both sustainable and disarmingly unique.
Clothing crafted from textiles that have a history of LOVE AND RESILIENCE, carefully
DECONSTRUCTED AND SUBSEQUENTLY PIECED TOGETHER, given a new life, with
many stories yet to tell.
The design I have created for the Denim Redesign Competition for General Pants Co. is
upcycled from 100% denim that was salvaged from jeans that were sold ‘as is’ from Vinnies
because of issues that included stains, tears, broken zips etc. Items that had been well worn
and clearly loved. The design I’ve created is fun, classic, clean, reversible, adaptable, and
completely wearable by all. It is a garment design that is unique but also easily reproducible,
and most importantly, has had NO IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT.
The classic 19th Century hexagon design, incorporated into this garment, is a
CELEBRATION OF OUR GRANDMOTHERS and all the WOMEN before, who
SALVAGED and UPCYCLED textiles to create beautiful garments, and MENDED worn
clothing time and time again.

An Introduction
My name is Jodie Kemp, and I am the owner, designer and maker of the very small
independent Australian clothing label, Clarence and Mabel.
I offer a carefully considered range of apparel, hand crafted from salvaged materials
including denim, vintage heirloom, and other predominantly natural fibre textiles.
In a studio tucked away in the Wallington hills on the Bellarine Peninsula,Victoria,
Australia, salvaged fabrics and slowly hand-dyed fibres come together to create a
collection of clothing that can be cherished.
-

Carefully designed and sewn LOCALLY in Australia
A SLOW, LOCALLY produced clothing line that AVOIDS OVER PRODUCTION
A CIRCULAR approach is implemented where garments are predominantly
upcycled from salvaged fabrics, and a repair service is available should a Clarence
and Mabel item be damaged post purchase
Garments are COMPLIMENTARY and SEASONLESS abating the need to
continually buy more
DESIGNS are CLASSIC and ADAPTABLE; ensuring that over time, Clarence and
Mabel clothing items are the one’s you keep reaching for, reducing the need to
discard and replace garments
When new fabrics are incorporated into designs they are always NATURAL
FIBRES that will more easily return to the earth should an item ever be disposed of
Items are ALWAYS sent to consumers in PLASTIC FREE, BIODEGRADABLE,
COMPOSTABLE PACKAGING

WEBSITE:
www.clarenceandmabel.com.au
EMAIL:
jodie@clarenceandmabel.com.au
INSTAGRAM:
www.instagram.com/clarence_and_mabel
@clarence_and_mabel

Materials

Three pairs of denim
jeans, of varying shades,
salvaged from Vinnies,
Ocean Grove, Victoria,
Australia

Construction

The hexagon patchwork design is such a nostalgic
repair/construction pattern
RECOGNITION, ADMIRATION and a CELEBRATION of OUR GRANDMOTHERS
and all the WOMEN before that SALVAGED, PATCHWORKED and MENDED

Hexagon patchwork

Patch
pockets

Blanket square patchwork

- Make it reversible
From a sustainability perspective reversible
options make sense. Creating a need to buy
less because consumers are getting more
looks from the one garment.
Design notes:
Slide 1: On front, hexagon flower on each
front panel; On back, single hexagon flower
Slide 2: On front, jean patch pockets on each
front panel; On back, blanket squares

- Incorporate already constructed
patch pockets from jeans
From a sustainability perspective, upcycling
more fabric and detail into each garment
(without over doing it), particularly already
constructed detail, simply means more
textiles are saved from ending up in landfill.
From a practicality standpoint, EVERY
garment needs pockets for all your bits ‘n’
bobs.

Completed Garment
Reversible, Seasonless, Gender Neutral, Classic

